**Moto Mirror - The Premium Truck Mirror**

Moto Mirror is known as the premium truck mirror. Its unique operation, high quality construction, and classic good looks make it a true asset both in how you see and how you are seen.
Our west coast style mirror heads provide you a simple, high quality side view mirror solution at an affordable price. Made in the USA, these mirrors will last and keep your truck looking sharp. Quality touches such as the single piece gasket ensure longer life and keeps you from replacing mirrors when you don’t need to.

Features

- West coast style 7” x 16” mirrors
- Housing constructed with 430 stainless steel with polished or black painted finish
- Available with film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Available with amber marker light on back of mirror housing
- Single piece neoprene gasket to seal out elements and protect from vibration
- Head measures 7.2” x 16.4” with two 5/16”-18 x .94” threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 6.8” x 15.7”

The Prutsman product line is comprised of simple, effective traditional styled mirrors including west coast, convex, and tripod mounts. Like Moto Mirror, the Prutsman line represents the highest quality construction that can only be built in the USA and is far more durable than the numerous imported knock-off brands in the market today.
Prutsman™ Series Mirrors

Rectangular Convex Look Down

- Housing constructed with 430 stainless steel with #7 reflective polished finish
- Large single piece neoprene gasket to seal out elements, protect from vibration, and cushion against impacts
- Includes mounting bracket
- Mirror measures 4.6” x 8.8”
- Glass measures 3.8” x 7.9 diameter

Part Numbers: Click Here

8.5” and 5” Round Convex

- Housing constructed with .35” thick 304 stainless steel with #8 mirrored polished finish
- Center or off-set mounting studs made of stainless steel or zinc
- Available with film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Single piece neoprene gasket to seal out elements and protect from vibration
- Hardware and brackets made of polished stainless steel
- Maximum vision with with minimal distortion
- Glass measures 8.1” & 4.9” in diameter

Part Numbers: Click Here

Tripod with 8.5” Round Convex

Tripod Brace Features
- Braces and tripod structures for round convex mirror mounting to vehicles
- Brace tubes made of 430 stainless steel with polished finish
- Large mounting cups to protect vehicle from stress cracks
- Plastic washers to protect vehicle finish
- Adjustable brace tubes which enable fit to most conventional style trucks

Convex Mirror Feature
- See 8.5” Round Convex Above

Part Numbers: Click Here
Moto Mirror Traditional style mirrors are the true classic, premium mirror you have been looking for. Our unique motorized head movement delivers better range of visibility than mirrors with glass movement alone. This ensures you can see more and avoid more, saving time and money. The rugged and durable construction delivers a product that will last with styling that lets others know you take pride in your work and equipment.

**Features**

Unique traditional west coast style 7” x 16” mirrors with motorized horizontal mirror head rotation

- Housing constructed with .35” thick 304 stainless steel with #8 mirrored polished finish
- Thicker 1/4 inch glass which is superior at resisting vibration and shock compared to industry standard 1/8 inch glass
- Mirror surface is chrome plated to deliver superior resistance to harsh salt and acid compared to industry standard silver plating
- Mirror glass is beveled to provide enhanced resistance to thermal caused cracks
- Film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Seamless single piece neoprene seal to lock out the harsh elements and provide enhanced vibration protection
- Unique motorized mirror head (not just the glass) with 360 degree horizontal head rotation which provides unmatched visibility along the side of the vehicle when compared to glass only movement
- Motor operates at a comfortable 1.2 RPMs to ensure minimal visual disorientation while in motion
- Durable 26 gear transmission enables precise mirror positioning
- Motor sealed with water proof sleeve to prevent water, salt, and acid from contaminating the assembly to ensure long life
- M3 clutch and selft resetting circuit breaker help prevent over loading and motor burnout to ensure maximum life
- Available with amber marker light on back of mirror housing
- Head measures 7.6” x 16.1” with two 1.4” long threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 7.1” x 15.8”
Moto Plus Series Mirrors

**Moto Plus Style Motorized Combination Main & Convex**

With the Plus style Moto Mirror heads you get more visibility than with any other. The unique Moto Mirror horizontal head rotation moves the combination main and convex mirrors in tandem to give you up to 1,400 square feet more visibility than a conventional setup. The top flat glass also provides motorized vertical movement. Quality is built through and through with classic styling that is made to last. Proudly made in the USA, these mirrors will make your rig look great and help ensure you see what you need to see when getting your work done.

**Features**

- Unique sleek west coast style combination main flat and convex mirrors with motorized horizontal mirror head rotation with the addition of vertical main flat glass movement
- Housing constructed with .35” thick 304 stainless steel with #8 mirrored polished finish with premium black plastic mirror casing
- Integrated main flat glass and convex mirror which move horizontally in tandem to provide up to 1,400 square feet more
- Film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Unique motorized combined mirror head (not just the glass) with 360 degree horizontal head rotation which provides unmatched visibility along the side of the vehicle when compared to glass only movement
- Motorized vertical main flat mirror glass movement
- Motors operate at a comfortable 1.2 RPMs to ensure minimal visual disorientation while in motion
- Durable 26 gear transmissions enables precise mirror positioning
- Motors sealed with water proof sleeves to prevent water, salt, and acid from contaminating the assemblies to ensure long life
- M3 clutches and self resetting circuit breakers help prevent over loading and motor burnout to ensure maximum life
- Head measures 8.4” x 16.1” with two 1.4” long threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 6.7” x 14.9”

[Part Numbers: Click Here]
RoadScan Series Mirrors

RoadScan Molded

Quality Affordable Replacement Mirrors

The Moto Mirror Road Scan series molded mirrors offer you Moto Mirror quality in a modern, shell mirror form. Designed as a quality replacement mirror for many of the newer flangeless c-loops used on trucks today, the Road Scan series provides you a new option when you want an affordable quality replacement solution.

Features

- Durable molded plastic shell construction for long life
- Easy installation on standard c-loops
- Heated glass on all mirrors - standard
- Primary 7 X 14.5 heads feature manual or motorized 4-way glass movement
- Convex 7 X 6 head offers manual 4-way glass movement

Easy Install
Fits Existing Truck C-Loops 3/4” to 1-1/14” diameter. See instructions below....

Part Numbers: Click Here

INSTRUCTION

RoadScan Series - Easy Install

1. Remove old mirror from truck c-loop.

2. Remove back shell. This can be done by prying along the sides. Use a plastic flat blade or flat head screwdriver. (A)

3. Remove c-loop channel plugs from mirror c-loop channels.

4. Remove both mounting clamp back halves with a hex or screwdriver and set aside.

5. Hold mirror head to the c-loop to verify proper positioning.
   * If it DOES NOT line-up then proceed to step #6.
   * If it DOES match up then proceed to step #7.

6. Verify mirror is being used on proper side. The part number on the casing indicates “L” for left and “R” right. (B)

7. Connect the harness from the truck c-loop to the harness that came with the mirror kit.

8. Route the wire harness and connect to the mirror.

9. Place the mirror on the c-loop in the proper mounting position and attach clamp back halves removed in step 4.

10. Press mirror back shell into place ensuring that all tabs connect and lock with a click. (C)
Moto 4 Series Mirrors

**Moto4 Style 4-Way Motorized 7”X16”**

We took the Moto Mirror and added more Moto to it with our Moto 4 style of mirror. In addition to the unique complete mirror head horizontal rotation, the Moto 4 gives you vertical up-down movement of the glass. Built in the USA like all Moto Mirror products, these mirrors retain the same high quality components and construction you expect. It also delivers the sharp looks both you and those who see them on your truck take notice of. Unique operation, durable construction, classic styling, and made in the USA.... Moto Mirror.

**Features**

- Unique sleek west coast style 7” x 16” mirrors with motorized horizontal mirror head rotation with the addition of vertical glass movement
- Housing constructed with .35” thick 304 stainless steel with #8 mirrored polished finish with premium black plastic mirror casing
- Film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Seamless single piece neoprene seal to lock out the harsh elements and provide enhanced vibration protection
- Unique motorized mirror head (not just the glass) with 360 degree horizontal head rotation which provides unmatched visibility along the side of the vehicle when compared to glass only movement
- Motorized vertical mirror glass movement
- Motors operate at a comfortable 1.2 RPMs to ensure minimal visual disorientation while in motion
- Durable 26 gear transmissions enables precise mirror positioning
- Motors sealed with water proof sleeves to prevent water, salt, and acid from contaminating the assemblies to ensure long life
- M3 clutches and self resetting circuit breakers help prevent over loading and motor burnout to ensure maximum life
- Head measures 8.4” x 16.1” with two 1.4” long threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 6.7” x 14.9”

**Part Numbers: Click Here**
Aero Series Mirrors

Aero Style With Integrated RoadWatch System

The Aero style delivers the Moto Mirror features in a streamlined housing, of course constructed with high quality 403 stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. Quality seals and care ensure that internal and external components will last in the harsh elements of driving. Made in the USA.

- RoadWatch - accuracy of +/- 1%
- RoadWatch - surface temperature range -40 to 212 degrees Fahrenheit or 40 to 100 degrees Celsius
- RoadWatch - response time of 100 milliseconds, damped to 500 milliseconds
- Mirror surface is chrome plated to deliver superior resistance to harsh salt and acid compared to industry standard silver plating
- Unique aerodynamic west coast style 7” x 16” mirrors with motorized horizontal mirror head rotation
- Mirror glass is beveled to provide enhanced resistance to thermal caused cracks
- Film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Head measures 8.4” x 16.8” with two 1.4” long threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 7.1” x 15.8”

Aero Style Motorized 7”X16”

- Unique aerodynamic west coast style 7” x 16” mirrors with motorized horizontal mirror head rotation
- Housing constructed with .35” thick 304 stainless steel with #8 mirrored polished finish
- Thicker 1/4 inch glass which is superior at resisting vibration and shock compared to industry standard 1/8 inch glass
- Mirror surface is chrome plated to deliver superior resistance to harsh salt and acid compared to industry standard silver plating
- Mirror glass is beveled to provide enhanced resistance to thermal caused cracks
- Film heater which provides superior heat distribution and durability
- Seamless single piece neoprene seal to lock out the harsh elements and provide enhanced vibration protection

Continued page 29
Aero Series Mirrors

Aero Style Motorized 7”X16”

Continued from page 28

- Unique motorized mirror head (not just the glass) with 360 degree horizontal head rotation which provides unmatched visibility along the side of the vehicle when compared to glass only movement
- Motor operates at a comfortable 1.2 RPMs to ensure minimal visual disorientation while in motion
- Durable 26 gear transmission enables precise mirror positioning
- Motor sealed with water proof sleeve to prevent water, salt, and acid from contaminating the assembly to ensure long life
- M3 clutch and self resetting circuit breaker help prevent over loading and motor burnout to ensure maximum life
- Available with amber marker light on back of mirror housing
- Head measures 8.4” x 16.8” with two 1.4” long threaded mounting studs
- Glass measures 7.1” x 15.8”

Part Numbers: Click Here

Quality seals and care ensure that internal and external components will last in the harsh elements of driving.

Made in the USA!